MODIFY OPERATIONS - 100% MASKING & PHYSICAL DISTANCING

The following sectors have additional modifications, including 100% masking and physical distancing:

- **Outdoor recreational facilities**: Allow outdoor operation only - without any food, drink, or alcohol sales; overnight stays at campgrounds are not permitted.
- **Retail**: Allow indoor operation at 20% capacity with entrance metering - no eating/drinking in stores. Special hours for seniors and others with chronic conditions or compromised immune systems. **Grocery stores - 35% capacity.**
- **Shopping centers**: Allow indoor operations at 20% capacity with entrance metering - no eating/drinking in stores. Special hours for seniors and others with chronic conditions or compromised immune systems.
- **Hotels and lodging**: Allow to open for critical infrastructure support only.
- **Restaurants**: Allow only for take-out, pick-up, or delivery; closed for indoor and outdoor dining.
- **Offices**: Allow remote only except for critical infrastructure sectors where remote working is not possible.
- **Places of worship and political expression**: Allow outdoor services and political expression only.
- **Entertainment production, including professional sports**: Allow operation without live audiences; testing protocols and “bubbles” are highly encouraged.

**Outdoor and Indoor Recreational Youth and Adult Sports** - Guidance updated December 14, 2020 - San Joaquin County is in Purple Tier I and Regional Stay Home Order

**Real Estate showings**: considered essential workforce; limited to scheduled property viewings to potential buying party; no open house viewings; no viewings with more than one buying party at a time.

REMAIN OPEN - 100% MASKING & PHYSICAL DISTANCING

The following sectors are allowed to remain open when a remote option is not possible with appropriate infectious disease preventative measures, including 100% masking and physical distancing:

- **Critical infrastructure**
- **Schools**: (Schools that are currently open are able to continue to provide in-person instruction on school sites.)
- **Non-urgent medical and dental care**
- **Childcare and pre-K, day camps**
- **Janitorial services**
- **Funeral homes**
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